What is Ma(i)sonry Napa Valley?
Is it a fine arts gallery? Is it a contemporary showroom? Is it a collective wine gallery to sample and acquire premium wines? Is it
a garden retreat for visitors and locals alike? Is it a lifestyle or private event destination for luxury purveyors?
Simply: yes.
While it is impossible to singularly define Ma(i)sonry Napa Valley, it is possible to define its sole purpose as
“a life aesthetic.” Ma(i)sonry can best be described as a living gallery—a destination where guests can appreciate
art and furnishings that encompass a variety of works from 16 th century European craftsmen to
contemporary artists and designers, all while savoring limited production, artisan wines. Based on individual
taste, some guests will find Ma(i)sonry’s appeal in the modern lines of an Alexandra von Furstenberg console,
and others, as a contemporary showroom where wine and art seamlessly intertwine, enhancing the sensory
appeal of both.
Ma(i)sonry Napa Valley’s intimate setting is reminiscent of a private home or club, rather than an ordinary art
gallery or tasting room. It showcases a rotating collection of wines from founding collective partners
including Blackbird Vineyards, Captûre Wines, Casa Piena, Chester’s Anvil, Coup de Foudre, Entre Nous
Wines, Fisher Vineyards, Hirsch Vineyards, Husic Vineyards, Juslyn Vineyards, Lail Vineyards, Ma(i)sonry
Napa Valley, Pedras Wine Company, Pott Wine, R.A. Harrison Family Cellars, Recuerdo Wines, Renteria
Wines, Rivera Vineyards, Skipstone, TOR Kenward Family Wines, Tuck Beckstoffer Wines, and Uvaggio.
Ma(i)sonry’s portfolio of winery collective partners will continue to evolve, and will rotate throughout the
year.
At Ma(i)sonry, guests have a variety of choices for their wine tasting experience—from one of three private
rooms in the historic house or the outdoor gardens, which are landscaped around architectural remnants,
contemporary sculpture and a stone fire pit. In addition, century-old olive trees frame a 36-foot long
communal redwood table.
Ma(i)sonry Napa Valley currently features internationally renowned furnishings, art and designs from Ron
Mann, Alexandra von Furstenberg, Hudson Furniture, and Citizen: Citizen, to name a few. Additionally,
Ma(i)sonry offers vintage pieces by Eames, Louis Vuitton and Bertoia among other distinguished design
collections. Rotating artist exhibitions and furnishings will evolve throughout the year.
With every collection created by the hand of an artist, artisan, or designer, Ma(i)sonry’s varied incarnations are
each as richly textured as the other, celebrating life’s aesthetics…
-

Guests are welcome to peruse the design and art collections seven days a week.

-

For private wine tastings or larger groups, reservations are highly recommended.

-

Ma(i)sonry provides an intimate backdrop for events hosted with luxury brands – including fashion, lifestyle media,
jewelry, private aviation, restaurants and resorts.

